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Written by the most important scholars in contemporary Confucian studies, these

approachable essays focus on the relevance of Confucius’s ideas to modern living, with special

attention given to the Analects, his seminal text. Topics covered include tradition and creativity,

grief and mourning, the doctrine of correcting names, Confucian kungfu, and moral cultivation.

About the AuthorGlynna Kaye treasures memories of growing up in small Midwestern towns,

and vacations spent with the Texan side of the family. She traces her love of storytelling to

family gatherings where they shared hours of what they called “windjammers”—candid,

heartwarming, poignant and often humorous tales of their youth and young adulthood. Glynna

now lives in Arizona, and when she isn’t writing she’s gardening and enjoying photography and

the great outdoors. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt.

© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved."My daddy was a policeman, too. A bad guy

killed him."Grayson Wallace stared at the boy gazing up at him. The little chin jutted in evident

pride, but the dark brown eyes searched his own for understanding. A connection.

Acknowledgment. He was only a first-grader, not too much older than the son of Gray's former

girlfriend. Way too young to have lost his daddy, let alone lost him to a bad guy.Gray massaged

the shoulder of his own left arm, which was held close to his body in a sling. Hadn't the division

captain said, when asking for a volunteer, that visiting a Fort Worth elementary school's career

day was cushy duty? He could still hear the good-natured hoots and catcalls of his fellow

officers when he'd raised his hand. Couldn't blame them. He didn't have kids of his own. Spent

almost every waking moment trying to keep lowlifes off the streets. He wasn't known for

coaching T-ball, catching Disney matinees or reading bedtime stories in his spare time like

many of the other guys and gals did.But then, they weren't aware of how close he'd let himself

get to Jenna's boy.No, catering to kids might not be his gift, but hanging out with grade-

schoolers for a few hours was better than another day sitting around the office shuffling

paperwork as he'd done the past several weeks. This was a perfect task for a cop on limited

duty, recovering from a shoulder injury sustained during an undercover assignment.But now,

looking into this child's pain-filled eyes, it sure didn't strike him as cushy.Grayson crouched in

front of the dark-haired boy, aware of other kids crowding close, and uttered the words he

instinctively knew the youngster needed to hear. "It takes a lot of courage to be the son of a

lawenforcement officer."The boy blinked back tears and nodded, his eyes reflecting gratitude

that Grayson had taken notice of him.Poor kid."What's your name?""Cory Lopez, sir."Sir. Didn't

hear that a lot these days, even in the South. Gray held out his hand and clasped the small one

offered. Gave it a man-to-man shake. "Good to meet you, Cory. Like your teacher said earlier,

I'm Officer Grayson Wallace."The first-grader took a deep breath. "My dad is Duke Lopez. Did

you know him?"Cory's gaze held steady in confident expectation.Duke Lopez. Gray

remembered the name, although he'd never met him. Lopez hadn't been one of Fort Worth's

finest, but on a force in one of the outlying communities. Nevertheless, any time a cop went

down in the line of duty, you knew about it. It impacted you. You never forgot."No, I didn't know

him, Cory." The hope in the boy's eyes dimmed, and Gray almost regretted admitting the truth.

"But he was a brave man. I heard how he saved his partner."The boy took a step closer. "He

was a hero.""Yes, he was.""When I grow up, I'm going to be a policeman hero, too." Gray

flinched inwardly. His mother must love that. "That's a fine thing to aspire to, Cory.""I'm going to



be a firefighter," a dainty African-American girl piped up, easing shyly closer to Gray. Like Cory,

her outfit conformed to one of the acceptable variations of the Fort Worth Independent School

District's K-8 dress code—a collared navy shirt and khaki pants. The regulations helped keep

kids from all walks of life on more even footing starting out and served to discourage gang

affiliation and too-provocative clothing."A firefighter is a fine thing to be, too."The girl beamed

and nudged a classmate."Did a bad guy hurt you, mister?" A blond boy pointed at Gray's sling.

Did he dare admit to kids this young that there were not-so-nice people in the world? Then

again, in this neighborhood, that was nothing they didn't already know.And Cory knew it for

sure."Okay, children." Miss Gilbert clapped her hands to get the attention of the first-graders,

her cheerful voice raised over the childish chatter. "Time to clean up."Gray glanced at the clock.

He'd already been at the school several hours, rotating through the elementary classroom

along with a fireman, doctor, veterinarian and a marine like his little brother Carter. Each told

about what they did and answered eager—and sometimes amusing—questions. But it was

now two forty-five on a Friday afternoon. He needed to get going. He had to report back at

Division, then pack a few things and head out for a five-hour drive to a western Texas

community called Grasslands.While he'd gone there for the first time only last weekend, he'd

delayed that particular trip for weeks. With his injuries to be attended to and post-assignment

paperwork and court appearances filling in time until the end of September, he'd had a

legitimate excuse for staying away. But truth be known, he'd needed time to digest his little

sister Maddie's news—that while he'd been away on the undercover assignment, she'd

discovered they had family they hadn't known existed.She had a twin sister, Violet, and he an

identical twin brother. He still wouldn't believe it if he hadn't come face-to-face with Jack Colby

only a handful of days ago in a Grasslands church parking lot. The revelation that Sharla

Wallace, the only mother he'd ever known, wasn't his and Maddie's birth mother compounded

the shock. And he still hadn't gotten his head around the fact that a woman named Belle Colby

—Jack and Violet's mother—was his and Mad-die's biological mother, as well.But Belle was in

a coma sustained from injuries when she'd fallen from a horse last summer. Which is why he'd

agreed to return to the Colby Ranch this first weekend in October. There were things he and

his newfound siblings needed to work through together, decisions to be made. This next trip

wasn't one he looked forward to any more than he had the first one."Children! I said it's time to

clean up."Gray stood, and the kids eagerly scattered to their workstations. All except Cory, who

continued to gaze at him with what could only be described as a reverential look. Not good.

Gray motioned to the other kids. "I think you're supposed to get your stuff and catch a bus

home or something.""My mom picks me up.""Then you'll want to be ready when she gets

here.""She's always late."They stared at each other in silence. What did the kid want from him?

He'd already told him he didn't know his father, but he could feel the boy's pain. His longing.

While he hadn't been an orphan himself, he knew what it was like to grow up without a mom.

His mother—or at least the woman he had thought was his mother—had died in a car accident

when he was not much older than Cory, so he knew the loss of a parent he'd loved.He knew,

too, what it was like to miss his dad. He had no idea where his missionary-doctor father might

be. Gray had returned from last month's close-call, determined to strengthen his relationship

with his dad. But Brian Wallace had been reported as ill somewhere along the Texas-Mexico

border and all efforts to trace him during recent weeks had been unsuccessful. No, Gray's

situation wasn't exactly like Cory's, but it nevertheless tugged at his heart. "Can I touch your

badge?"Jerked back to the present, Gray couldn't help but smile at the innocent request. What

would it hurt? He squatted again and the boy tentatively reached out a finger to the panther

crouched atop the shield. Symbol of Panther City, a nickname for Fort Worth since the late



1800s."He looks mean," Cory whispered, stroking the big cat almost as if he could feel the

animal's thick, muscled coat under his fingertip."He does, doesn't he?""Like he could eat bad

guys."Gray drew a sharp breath. It had been two years since Duke Lopez had taken a bullet

while drawing a gunman's attention from his fallen partner. Cory would have been, what? Four?

How well did he remember his father?"Cory, your mom is here," Miss Gilbert called from the

doorway. "I see her coming down the hall."Good. The little guy's mother wasn't late after all.The

boy's eyes reflected evident surprise at her on-time arrival, then he gave the panther a final pat.

Their gazes met in solemn recognition of a mutual bond that caught Gray off guard."It's an

honor to meet the son of Duke Lopez."The boy nodded, then in a flash scampered to his

workstation to clean up and gather his things. Gray rose and turned, preparing to give the boy's

mother a courteous nod. But his smile froze. Whoa. That was the kid's mother? Since when did

moms look like that?Even in profile as she stood chatting in the doorway with Miss Gilbert, she

was a beauty. Dark flashing eyes. Dazzling smile. A warm, flawlessly creamy Hispanic skin

tone. Shiny black hair pulled into a demure bun contrasted with the spiky heels, short skirt and

a molded-to-her-figure blazer.Cory hoisted his backpack over his shoulder and raced to the

door, breathlessly pointing toward Gray."Mom! A policeman! And he knows Daddy is a

hero."She turned startled eyes toward him—and the open, friendly expression evaporated from

her striking features. Her lustrous brown eyes locked on his for a long moment before

narrowing slightly. She then put a protective arm around her son's shoulders and ushered him

from the room."But Mom," Cory protested for at least the tenth time since leaving the

elementary school. "I wanted you to meet Officer Wallace. He doesn't know Daddy, but he

remembers him. He knows he saved his partner. Don't you even care?""Of course I care." Elise

Lopez attempted to keep her voice even, not wanting Cory to sense how upsetting his growing

obsession with policemen had become for her. Her hands tightened on the steerin...--This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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IntroductionConfucius Now: Contemporary Encounters with the Analects provides a

foundational narrative of resonating voices that articulate the contemporary importance of

Kongzi, or Confucius, one of the world’s greatest teachers and philosophical thinkers.

Confucius is China’s first great teacher and the life’s blood of what it means to be Chinese

today, even after the Cultural Revolution that attempted to eradicate all that was religious in

China. But the religion of China never really accustomed itself to the views of transcendence

embraced by the Abrahamic traditions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam or those found in pre-

Buddhist India. The Chinese religious sensibility emerged as an immanent practice that sought

harmony over freedom, consensus over choice, intimacy over integrity, and communitarianism

over individualism. These religious sensibilities find their clearest and fullest expressions in the

philosophies of China, especially in the philosophy of its first master, Kongzi.This book is in

many ways a religious book. Its religiosity is akin to the human spirituality found in Confucius’s

own thinking, in his own words compiled into the “ordered sayings” (Lunyu, or Analects) by his

students, and in the spirituality of the Chinese people that these ordered sayings reflect. For



Confucius, this spirituality is irrevocably social, as Henry Rosemont, Jr., and Roger T. Ames,

two of our contributors, often say, and there is nothing more natural than human sociability. And

as Edward Slingerland, another contributor, has written in his translation of the Analects, “the

social world should function in the same effortless, wu-wei fashion as the natural world.”1 To

learn to be natural and effortless, to be wu-wei, with our fellow human beings is a philosophical

and religious challenge that is clearly and insightfully articulated by the writers in this

volume.One goal of Confucius Now is to celebrate the revival of Master Kong’s teachings. The

contributors of this book have all contributed to putting Confucius back on the radar screens of

academic philosophers and the thoughtful general public. This is especially so of Herbert

Fingarette, Roger Ames, Henry Rosemont, Jr., Philip J. Ivanhoe, Edward Slingerland, and

Kwong-loi Shun. In his landmark book Confucius: The Secular as Sacred, Herbert Fingarette,

who came out of retirement for this project, was looking for an alternative to Western

philosophizing, especially the way Westerners approached their ethical lives. He turned to

Confucius and initially found him to be “a prosaic and parochial moralizer” and “his collected

sayings, the Analects, seemed . . . an archaic irrelevance.” As a young student, my impression

of the Master was similar to Professor Fingarette’s, but over the years through a generation of

translations of the Analects such as Arthur Waley’s, D. C. Lau’s, Roger Ames and Henry

Rosemont’s, and Edward Slingerland’s (and there are other fine ones) I overcame that original

reaction and came to the same conclusion as Herbert Fingarette: “Later, and with increasing

force, I found him a thinker with profound insight and with an imaginative vision of man equal in

its grandeur to any I know.”2 The profound insight and imaginative vision of Confucius and its

reach into the future is not expressed in any volume better than this current one.Another

reason for compiling this book is to put into some form of practice what Confucius taught—the

intergenerelationality of teacher and student. The distinguished Confucian scholars present in

this volume—Herbert Fingarette, Roger Ames, P. J. Ivanhoe, Henry Rosemont, Jr., and Kwong-

loi Shun—bring some of their best students, themselves now rising in the ranks, with them: Jim

Behuniak, Sor-hoon Tan, Ni Peimin, Mary I. Bockover, Amy Olberding, Hui-chieh Loy, Jeffrey

Richey, and Edward Slingerland. This book celebrates the relationship between teachers and

students by bringing them together, often for the very first time, by providing a forum for their

voices to resonate with each other and sometimes even to disagree. Being irreducibly social,

the relationship between student and teacher is one of the most important we have.Confucius

Now represents a historic occasion because it not only brings together some of the rising stars

in Confucian scholarship with their teachers, but also brings together scholars never appearing

in the same book before. The Confucian table is a large one with room for varying

interpretations of the great master, and it is a place for conversation, for it is through

conversation that families flourish and robust relationships ensue, and the family is central to

Confucianism.We begin our encounter with the Analects through the recreation of a portion of

the book that inaugurated Western philosophical interest to the philosophy of Confucius. In

“Discovering the Analects,” Herbert Fingarette reworks his ideas from Confucius: The Secular

as Sacred. He begins by saying, “There is no doubt that the world of the Analects is profoundly

different in its quality from that of Moses, Aeschylus, Jesus, Gautama Buddha, Laozi, or the

Upanishadic teachers. In most respects the Analects represents the world of a humanist and a

traditionalist. He is, however, sufficiently traditional to render a kind of pragmatic homage, when

necessary, to the spirits.” Fingarette proceeds to his main concern, li, the rites or ritual

propriety. The importance of li can never be underestimated, and we owe a debt to Herbert

Fingarette for bringing attention to its supreme significance with the publication of Confucius:

The Secular as Sacred. As we recall, Yan Hui, Confucius’s most exemplary student and



beloved disciple, inquires about ren, authoritative conduct or benevolence, and is told how to

become ren in the following way: “Do not look at anything that violates the observance of ritual

propriety; do not listen to anything that violates the observance of ritual propriety; do not speak

about anything that violates the observance of ritual propriety; do not do anything that violates

the observance of ritual propriety” (12.1). As Fingarette says,Holy rite [li] is thus a luminous

point of concentration, concrete symbol, and expression of the ideally all-inclusive human

harmony, the dao or ideal Way, the perfectly humane civilization. Human life in its entirety

finally appears as one vast, spontaneous and holy rite: the community of humans. This, for

Confucius, was indeed an ultimate concern. It was, he said, again and again, the only thing

that mattered, mattered more than the individual’s life itself.To find this “luminous point of

concentration,” this holographic entry point into the “all-inclusive harmony” is the natural way for

Confucius. This way is the way of heaven, or tian.Having set the stage for a more direct

encounter with the Lunyu, David Jones ushers readers through parts of the text in “Walking the

Way In-Between with Confucius: Tianwen and Emerging Patterns of Human Heavens.” In this

chapter, he introduces readers to a theme that emerges from or underwrites all the chapters in

the book—the nature of the self and how this conception promotes a new ground of in-

betweenness for our ethical and religious lives. Following Fingarette’s lead, Jones argues that

Confucius defines the self relationally, that is, as a being in context. Self-cultivation will then

entail reflecting upon those relationships and roles that constitute the self and developing an

enthusiasm for the engagement of perfecting those ever-changing relationships and roles.The

challenge to find meaning in this world of dynamic human relationships is taken up in the next

section of the book, “Thinking Through Confucius.” In “Paronomasia: A Confucian Way of

Making Meaning,” Roger Ames concerns himself with the problem of meaning in the Lunyu. He

suggests that the pervasive concern throughout the text is a sensitivity to the proper use of

language. To become authoritative in one’s conduct, to engage in the requisite practice of self-

cultivation, is to get language right and be sensitive to its nuance because “for Confucius,

‘saying’ and ‘doing’ are inseparable.” Hence, according to Ames, “the expectation is that we are

not just ‘discovering’ definitions about an existing world, but actively delineating a world and

bringing it into being.” Semantic and phonetic associations will explain terms in the Analects

metaphorically or paronomastically. Such a paronomastic process mirrors the content of

Confucius’s teaching. In a world constituted by conditioning relations and roles, meaning

cannot be traced to any singular source. Rather, meaning arises through the cultivation of

relations in particular contexts as co-creative acts. For Ames, paronomasia is the way of

making meaning in a communicating community.The issue of meaning is also addressed in

“Confucius on Form and Uniqueness” by James Behuniak, Jr., who examines formalism in the

Analects. He argues that Confucian formalism is more than just congruity to form. Forms, for

Confucius and subsequent Confucians, serve greater functions than the preservation of formal

details. Behuniak submits that Confucius adheres to form not simply to accord with the past,

but rather to promote a unique present. The production of a unique present is seen in the roles

of the self, which is the focus of the chapter. For Confucius, the teacher/student relationship,

where roles are clearly demarcated, is one of the best examples of co-creating a unique

present. Consequently, the ability to “realize the new” is the most desirable trait to be found in

Confucius’s students; this is especially seen in Yan Hui, who Confucius recognizes for his

ability to take what is given and extend his learning into new terrain. It is Yan Hui, Confucius’s

favorite pupil, who “being told one thing, realizes ten” (5.9). Confucius expects his students to

make new connections with what he initially gives them. When giving students one corner of

the square, Confucius expects them to “return with the other three” (7.8).Sor-hoon Tan picks up



this theme of co-creativity of a meaningful unique present in her “Three Corners for One:

Tradition and Creativity in the Analects.” By looking at the meaning of chuan tong (tradition) in

Confucianism, Tan opts for an understanding of the transmission of a high-order tradition. High-

order tradition is “the intellectual and spiritual crystallization from low-order tradition,” which

includes the customs and habits of the people. High-order tradition promotes “the creation of

founders of religions, sages, artists, and thinkers.” As such, high-order tradition links the past to

the future by being dynamic and constantly evolving. It represents the transmission of

Confucius into contemporary times since it is “a very selective part of the past that has been

deliberately cultivated, preserved, and transmitted because it is considered valuable.” In other

words, what is transmitted is meant to be put to use because it is worth transmitting through

learning and teaching, and there is a necessary freedom in what one chooses to transmit.

According to Tan, “freedom in the Confucian context emerges in experience—freedom is the

product of self-cultivation.” The creativity found in the Analects is always situational and

interpretative and uses past experiences to create new unique experiences and fashion a

better future.The next section focuses more specifically on self-cultivation. In “The ‘Golden

Rule’ in the Analects,” P. J. Ivanhoe organizes his discussion around three prominent questions

concerning the “Golden Rule” in the Analects: Why does Kongzi employ two terms, zhong and

shu, to describe the “one thread” of his Way? Second, does a given interpretation explain the

apparent order and relative degree of difficulty that Kongzi seems to attribute to zhong and

shu? And, what role does the interpretation of the Golden Rule play in a larger account of

Kongzi’s ethical philosophy? In addressing these questions, Ivanhoe suggests zhong is

dispositional in its concern with moral self-discipline and that it keeps one attentive to the

performance of role-specific duties vis-à-vis how one wishes to be served by others. In other

words, “Those who are zhong are ‘conscientious’ about their obligations and seek to

understand and fulfill them by imagining.” By imagining how one would like to be treated if in

another’s place allows practitioners to realize what appropriate (yi) behavior is. Zhong then is

prior to shu “for one must first steep oneself in the Way in order to understand and appreciate

the goods internal to this distinctive form of life.” Shu complements zhong, for it refines and

enhances the practice of zhong. In practical terms, shu comes into play once one has started

to master the li, or rites. According to Ivanhoe, “We need to understand what it is to perform

our duties to others before we come to appreciate how to fulfill our obligations in a caring and

sensitive manner.” Hence, “the goal of self-cultivation is to take on a good second nature

through a protracted course of study, practice, and reflection rather than to develop and

express any innate inclination to follow and enjoy moral action.”Developing a “good second

nature” is further investigated by Edward Slingerland in his “Crafts and Virtues: The Paradox of

Wu-wei in the Analects.” Slingerland refers to wu-wei, or “effortless action,” as a spiritual ideal

that is “a kind of unselfconscious, effortless mastery of ritual and other Confucian practices

attained through a lifetime of rigorous training in traditional cultural forms.” In his essay, he

addresses the “paradox of wu-wei”—how can one be trained to unconsciously and

spontaneously love dao, the way, if one does not already love it? To put the paradox in another

way, “If such a feeling needs to be instilled through training . . . we have the problem of how one

can try not to try. . . .” Following the work of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, who are the

most prominent advocates of the view that conceptual metaphor plays a central role in human

cognition and serves as a primary tool for reasoning about ourselves and the world,

Slingerland analyzes wu-wei as sharing its conceptual schema structure with two main

“families” of metaphoric expressions, that fall under the rubric of “effortlessness,” but differ

slightly from each other in their conceptual structure. The first family is “following” (following,



cong ; following/adapting to, yin ; leaning on, yi ; and flowing along with, shun ) and the second

family of metaphors is the “at ease” family that expresses the same concept of effortlessness

but in slightly different form (at ease/at rest, an relaxed, jian , shu ; still, jing ; at rest, xi , she ,

xiu ; wandering/rambling, xiaoyao , fanghuang ; and playing/wandering, you ). In the “following”

family the subject surrenders control and physical impetus to the Self, and in the “at ease”

family the focus is on a unitary Subject portrayed as simply resting or not exerting force, with

no mention of the Self. Conceptually, the difference in structure between these two families is

rather slight, which leads to the two types of metaphors being used together in an

interchangeable manner. These two families of metaphors form the core of the wu-wei

constellation and determine its basic conceptual structure. Further, this basic structure

motivates other sets of conceptually related metaphors such as the “losing/forgetting” family.

Once again, as we saw in Ames’s analysis of semantic and phonetic associations of how terms

are explained metaphorically and paronomastically in the Analects, Slingerland further shows

how the process of language mirrors the content of Confucius’s teaching.In “Slowing Death

Down: Mourning in the Analects,” Amy Olberding reorients us back to the practice of self-

cultivation. The practice of cultivating the self will invariably lead us to the question of how to

manage death. By closely looking at the issue of mourning throughout the Analects, she

focuses on what might best be considered Confucius’s failure of mourning, that is, the

arrangements made for the funeral and burial of Yan Hui, Confucius’s most beloved student.

Attending to the passages concerning Yan Hui’s death and burial, she examines Confucius’s

claims about the efficacy and meaning of mourning in situ, in a circumstance in which

Confucius struggles to apply his own strategies for handling grief. By distinguishing mourning

from grief, she concludes that mourning is culturally constructed and has its home in the public

space; it is in this public space where the meanings of its various signs and ritualized behaviors

reside. Hence, mourning is wholly artifice that formalizes and regulates the expression of

sorrow. Grief, on the other hand, may be wholly private. The question becomes, how does one

engage in robust mourning? Olberding shows that Confucius’s therapy for loss is predicated on

the view that there are a variety of “reasons” or antecedent beliefs, which do not all have equal

merit, that may create the conditions for grief. She concludes that “while it is important to

recognize the way in which grief comes unbidden at the moment of loss, its origins in the ways

we choose to formulate value must not be neglected.” This formulation of value appreciates

and affirms the death of the other as a “frantic clawing at a spur of rock, the rock of a hoped for

self, an achieved self. Yet death denies this achievement. To slow down and prolong this

experience is to forego retreat, to spurn any saving numbness, and to remain, suspended in a

place where nothing can block a lonely thought.” Foregoing this retreat reveals to oneself how

fragile one’s own life is and allows one to “see the vista opened by death.” Through mourning,

grief becomes present as the appreciation of the pain that one realizes at the moment of loss

that is “also that instance in which I am most exquisitely human.”Learning to be exquisitely

human is the subject of the next section, “Spiritual Cultivation in Confucius.” In his “An

Unintegrated Life Is Not Worth Living,” Henry Rosemont, Jr., writes, “For myself, a signal

criterion for measuring our understanding of the text is an increasing desire to follow the

Master’s pedagogic practices and share the text with others whom we believe also share our

basic concerns about how best to lead our all-too-human lives.” Not only does the text of the

Analects have intrinsic historical value, but also it speaks clearly about the problems of the

present. This present, according to Rosemont, is a present that is “becoming ever more

fragmented aesthetically, morally, and politically, and barren spiritually—with violence more the

rule than the exception today.” Perhaps unlike most other of the world’s religions or spiritual



traditions, classical Confucianism, without monks, nuns, anchorites, or hermits, contemplates

only doing what is appropriate in the human’s manifold relational roles as child, parent,

neighbor, sibling, friend, student, spouse, and so forth. This is the ren dao, the human way.

These roles are what constitute a self. Hence, our “moral and political lives are not and cannot

be distinct from our spiritual development, but are essential to it.” Such an emphasis places

Confucianism in a unique position among the world’s religions and refocuses human beings to

live a uniquely authentic and authoritative life among others. Some will be more adept at it than

others, but the Confucian project encourages all to move along the way. Some will be sheng

(sages), others junzi (exemplary persons), and there will be shi (apprentices). “All sheng are

junzi, and all junzi were formerly shi, but the converse does not hold. These are, in other

words, ranked types of persons, and the ranking is based on a progression from scholarly

apprenticeship to sagehood: shi are, relatively speaking, fairly numerous; junzi are scarcer, and

sheng are very few and very far between, owing to ‘the heaviness of the burden, and the

distance of the journey’” (Analects 8.7). In the final analysis, the sheng are at the highest end

of the continuum of what constitutes a human being because not only do they possess the

qualities of the junzi, they “feel customs, rituals, and tradition—the li—holistically, as defining

and integrating the whole of human society, and as defining and integrating as well the human

societies of the past, and of the future.” This seeing and feeling is a union of self and all others,

and as Rosemont says, an “at-one-ment.”To feel “at-one-ment” means at some level to be

embodied. It is to this embodiment that Peimin Ni directs his attention. In “Gongfu—A Vital

Dimension of Confucian Teaching,” Ni reminds his readers that unlike in the West, where the

term gongfu is used narrowly to refer to martial arts (kungfu), in China its most common

meaning is the time spent, and by extension, the effort spent on something. Additional

meanings refer to the proper and effective ways of making an effort or spending time,

instructions on how to make such efforts, and the function, effect, or manifestation of the

abilities. As seen in other essays, these meanings cluster with each other, are mutually

connected, and promote polysemy: the words have multiple meanings in varying contexts.

Having embodied abilities is to be the sage, to act with wu-wei, to feel the li, and to enact the li

appropriately without effort. Ni’s reading of Confucianism as a gongfu system means to take

Confucian teachings as instructions or prescriptions about how to conduct one’s life; it means

to take Confucianism as a system of knowledge about “how,” rather than a system of

knowledge about “what.” By attending to knowledge of how, understanding Confucianism as a

gongfu system involves addressing a complex of mental habits, social values, functions of

language, and social institutions as foci of praxiology. Such an orientation not only helps us

gain insight into Confucian teachings and corrects an excessive intellectualizing of Confucian

texts, but also adds a significant dimension to living an examined life, that is, to also live a

cultivated one.
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Han Shan, “Confucius Now Presents Ways of Thinking Chinese Unlike Any Other. Confucius

Now presents the premier scholars and authorities on Confucius in the wonderful edited

volume. Unlike other texts that often approach Confucius as a historical inquiry, Confucius Now

has been skillfully organized to reveal ways of thinking Chinese today. This volume features

philosophers and scholars such as Roger Ames, Edward Slingerland, Herbert Fingarette,

Henry Rosemont, and others. Replete with essays that lift Confucian thought out of the pages

of history and into the focus of our everyday experience of life, this volume is more than just a

study of Confucius. It is a study of the thoughts and values of the Chinese.You need not be a

philosopher, a scholar of Chinese history, or let alone a Sinologist to grasp the profundity of

rich material that lay within the pages of Confucius Now. Readers ranging from beginning

students and novices to seasoned philosophers will find this text a valuable source.”

The book by David Jones has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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